Abstract. Supervised learning from multiple annotators is an increasingly important problem in machine leaning and data mining. This paper develops a probabilistic approach to this problem when annotators are not only unreliable, but also have varying performance depending on the data. The proposed approach uses a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to find the fittest model to approximate the distribution of the instances. Then the maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation of the hidden true labels and the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation of quality of multiple annotators are provided alternately. Experiments on emotional speech classification and CASP9 protein disorder prediction tasks show performance improvement of the proposed approach as compared to the majority voting baseline and a previous data-independent approach. Moreover, the approach also provides more accurate estimates of individual annotators performance for each Gaussian component, thus paving the way for understanding the behaviors of each annotator.
Introduction
In supervised learning, it is usually assumed that true labels are readily available from a single annotator or source. However, recent advances in corroborative technology have given rise to situations where the true label of the target is unknown. In such problems, multiple sources or annotators are often available that provide noisy labels of the targets. For example, in the area of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) the actual gold standard (whether the suspicious region is malignant or not) can only be obtained from a biopsy of the tissue. Since it is an expensive, invasive, and potentially dangerous process, often CAD systems are built from labels assigned by multiple radiologists who provide subjective and possibly noisy version of the gold standard. Very often there is a lot of disagreement among the labels. Another example is Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [1] which allows the requesters to publish any Human Intelligence Tasks (HIT) on the website, such as writing essays, filling out certain questionnaires, or just collecting and labeling data. Any user of AMT can finish the tasks he is interested in and get paid. Therefore, acquiring non-expert labels is now easy, fast and inexpensive. On the other hand, since there is little control for the annotators, there is no guarantee for labeling quality: there could be careless, fallible, irresponsible or even malicious annotators.
In these multi-annotator problems, building a classifier in the traditional single annotator manner, without regard for the annotator properties may not be effective in general. The reasons for this include: some annotators may be more reliable than others, some may be malicious, some may be correlated with others, and in particular annotator effectiveness may vary depending on the data instance presented. In recent years, how to make the best use of the labeling information provided by multiple annotators to approximate the hidden true concept has drawn the attention of researchers in machine learning and data mining.
There has already been some literature for dealing with the multi-annotator setting. One popular strategy is to assign each sample to multiple annotators for labeling [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This repeated labeling strategy relies on the identification of what labels should be reacquired in order to improve classification performance or data quality. This form of active learning can be well suited when we can control assignments of samples to labelers. However, there are many cases that we have no access in doing so. Even we have, getting multiple labels for one sample could be a great waste of resources. As a result, research is conducted on the methods without using repeated labeling. These include techniques where labeler similarities are used to identify what samples should be used to estimate classification models for each labeler [7] , and where low-quality annotators are pruned out by using the model trained from the entire dataset with all annotators as a ground truth [8] . Application areas for multi-annotator learning vary widely. These include natural language processing [9] , computer-aided diagnosis [10, 11] , computer vision [12, 13] , speech technology [14] and bioinformatics [15, 16] .
Among these papers, an elegant probabilistic framework of iteratively evaluating the different annotators and giving an estimate of the hidden true labels is developed [11] . However, the approach assumes the error rate of each annotator is consistent across all the input data. This is an impractical assumption in many cases since annotator knowledge can fluctuate considerably depending on the groups of input instances. For example, radiologists specialized in heart images will be better at labeling lesions of the heart compared to radiologists with lung expertise, who on the other hand would label instances of lung diseases better. In this paper, our proposed approach follows prior work [11] but relaxes the data-independent assumption, i.e., we assume an annotator may not be consistently accurate across the entire feature space. A very recent paper [17] also developed a data-dependent probabilistic model by assuming each annotator provides a Bernoulli noisy version or Gaussian distorted version of the true label. Compared to [17] our proposed approach first uses GMM and BIC to find a fittest model to approximate the distribution of the instances. Then, it alternately provides the maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation of the hidden true labels and the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation of quality of multiple annotators at each mixture component.
The remaining part of this paper consists of the background on GMM and BIC, followed by a description of the approach, the summary of experimental results, conclusions and discussions of future work.
Background
In this section, we introduce the way of using GMM to approximate the distribution of the instances and using BIC to find the fittest GMM, and summarize the background information into Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Our proposed approach (in Section 3) used these two algorithms to build a data-dependent probabilistic model of multiple noisy annotators.
The Gaussian Mixture Model
Given observations  , and the probability density function
Let K be the number of components in the mixture, and let k π be mixing proportions:
. We wish to estimate the parame-
,..., , ,..., , , ...,
Then the log likelihood of the mixture is
Here, k  determines the geometric properties of component k. In [18] a general framework is proposed for exploiting the representation of the covariance matrix in terms of its eigenvalue decomposition but not all of the parameters in the decomposition to vary results in a set of models within this general framework. Such an approach is sufficiently flexible to accommodate data with widely varying characteristics. In this paper, by following the discussion of [19] we used 9 parameterizations which have a closed form update for the covariance matrix.
To estimate the parameters of the Gaussian mixture we used the ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm [20] which is introduced in Algorithm 1. Step 2. (E-step) Evaluate the responsibility of the current model parameters, i.e. the probability that an observation i x belongs to component k as
Algorithm 1 (EM for Gaussian mixtures
Step 3. (M-step) Re-estimate the parameters using the current estimated probability as follows
Step 4. Evaluate the log likelihood by (1) using the updated parameters and check for convergence of either parameters or the log likelihood. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied return to Step 2.
Bayesian Model Selection
Each combination of a different specification of covariance matrices and a different number of components corresponds to a separate probability model. One advantage of the Gaussian mixture model is that it allows the use of approximate Bayes factors to compare models. This gives a systematic means of selecting not only the parameterization of the model, but also the number of components. Let X be the observed data, M 1 and M 2 be two models with parameters 1 θ and 2 θ respectively. The integrated likelihood is defined as
is the prior distribution of g θ . The integrated likelihood represents the probability that data X is observed
given that the underlying model is M g . The Bayes factor is defined as the ratio of the integrated likelihoods of the two models, i.e. 12
In other words, the Bayes factor B 12 represents the posterior odds that the data were distributed according to M 1 against model M 2 assuming that neither model is favored a priori. If 12 1 B > , model M 1 is favored over M 2 . The method can be generalized to more than two models. The main difficulty in using the Bayes factor is the evaluation of the integrated likelihood. By following the discussion of [21] , we used an approximation called the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), given by
where m g is the number of independent parameters that must be estimated for model M g , and g
θ is the maximum-likelihood estimate for parameter g θ . A large BIC score indicates strong evidence for the corresponding model. Hence, the BIC score can be used to compare models with different covariance matrix parameterizations and different numbers of components. Here, we summarize the procedure of selecting the best Gaussian mixture model in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 (Bayesian Model Selection for Gaussian mixtures).
Input: Observed data 1 ( ,..., )
Output: The optimal number of components, the optimal form of the component densities, and the corresponding model parameters and components responsibilities for each instance.
Step 1. Choose a form of model M from the 9 candidate models [19] .
Step 2. Choose a number of components k. Here check from 1 to 6 (the maximum number of components).
Step 3. Use Algorithm 1 to obtain model parameters and log likelihood for this M and k.
Step 4. Calculate the value of BIC for this M and k by using equation (2).
Step 5. Go to Step 2 to choose another value of k.
Step 6. Go to Step 1 to choose another form of model M.
Step 7. Choose the optimal configuration (number of components and form of the covariance matrices) that corresponds to the highest BIC.
Method
Given a dataset is the corresponding binary label assigned to the instance i x by the j-th annotator and R is the number of annotators.
Based on the intuition that real world annotators have different sensitivity and specificity for different regions of the entire feature space, we introduced a new datadependent model in this paper. By using Algorithm 2, a fittest K-mixture-component GMM is used to approximate the distribution of the instances. To model the datadependent behavior of annotators, we hypothesize that each annotator has its own sensitivity and specificity for each mixture component. The sensitivity 
We hypothesize that annotators generate labels as follows: given an instance i x to label, the annotators find the mixture component which most possible generates that instance. Then the annotators generate labels with their sensitivities and specificities at that most possible component.
Our task is not only to get an estimation of the unknown true labels 1 ,..., N y y , but also to estimate the sensitivity (i.e. true positive rate) 
of the R annotators at K Gaussian mixture components.
To fulfill the task defined before, we propose an iterative algorithm that we will call GMM-MAPML. Given dataset D , we use Algorithm 2 to get parameters of the fittest GMM and its mixture components' responsibilities for each instance. Also, we use majority voting to initialize the probabilistic labels i z (i.e., the probability when the hidden true label is 1). Then, the algorithm alternately carries out the ML estimation and the MAP estimation which described in details in the following subsections. Given the current estimates of probabilistic labels i z , the ML estimation measures annotators' performance (i.e., their sensitivity α and specificity β ) at each mixture component and learns a classifier with parameter w . Given the estimated sensitivity α , specificity β , and the prior probability which is provided by the learned classifier, the MAP estimation gets the updated probabilistic labels i z based on the Bayesian rule. After the two estimations converge, we get the algorithm outputs which include both the probabilistic labels i z and the model parameters { , , } φ = w α β .
ML Estimation of the Model Parameters
Given a dataset D and the current estimates of i z , we estimate the model parameters { , , } φ = w α β by maximizing the conditional likelihood.
, where ik τ is the probability that i x is generated by component k, according to (3) and (4) we can get the sensitivity of j-th annotator at k-th component and the specificity of j-th annotator at k-th component as
Given probabilistic labels i z , we can learn any classifier using ML estimation. However, in this section for convenience, we will explain it with a logistic regression classifier. By using that classifier, the probability for the positive class is modeled as a sigmoid acting on the linear discriminating function, that is,
where the logistic sigmoid function is defined as ( ) 1/ (1 ) 
where g is the gradient vector, H is the Hessian matrix, andη is the step length. The gradient vector is given by 
In our data-dependent model, given an instance i x to label, the j-th annotator finds the q-th mixture component which most possible generates that instance. Then the annotator generates a label with the sensitivity 
From (6), (8), (9), (10), (11) and (12), the posterior probability i z which is a soft probabilistic estimate of the hidden true label is computed as 
The GMM-MAPML Algorithm
We summarize the iterative approach in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 (Iterative GMM-MAPML Algorithm).
Input:
containing N instances. Each instance has binary labels from R annotators.
Output:
The fittest K-mixture-component GMM for the instances; the estimated sensitivity and specificity of each annotator at each mixture component; the weight parameter of a classifier; the probabilistic labels i z ; the estimation of the hidden true label i y . Step 1. Find the fittest K-mixture-component GMM for the instances, and get the corresponding GMM parameters and components responsibilities for each instance by Algorithm 2.
Step 2. Use majority voting to initialize
Step 3. Iterative optimization.
(a) ML estimation -Estimate the model parameters { , , } φ = w α β based on current probabilistic labels i z using (5) and (7).
(b) MAP estimation -Given the model parameters φ , update i z using (13).
Step 4. Ifφ and i z do not change between two successive iterations or the maximum number of iterations is reached, go to the Step 5; otherwise, go back to the Step 3. 
Analysis of the Model
To explain how the model works, we apply the logit function to the posterior probability i z . From equation (13) , the logit of i z is written as The first term of (14) is a linear combination (provided by the learned classifier) of features of instance i x . The second term of (14) is a weighted linear combination of the labels from all annotators. The weight of each annotator is the sum of the logit of the estimated sensitivity and specificity at the q-th component, i.e., the most possible component for generating i
x . Therefore, our proposed model is data-dependent. Also, from equation (14) we can infer that the estimates of the hidden true labels depend both on observations and on the labels from all annotators.
Experimental Results
In this section we experimentally validate the proposed approach on two real-life datasets.
Emotional Speech Classification Experiment
Emotion recognition is an area which attracts interest from the speech research community. A wide area of applications such as interface optimization and expressive voice synthesis are related to the classification of speech into emotional states. In this experiment, we used a publicly available dataset from the EMA database [23] . This dataset has 3 speakers: a male native speaker read 14 sentences, and two female native speakers read 10 sentences. Each sentence was produced five times for four acted emotions, i.e., neutral, angry, sad, and happy. In this dataset, each utterance was evaluated by at least 3 expert listeners and 568 utterances were chosen as best emotion utterances. In our experiment, we used these 568 utterances as instances and their experts verified target emotions as the ground truth labels. Following the experiments in [14] , {happy, neutral} were assigned to class 0 as positive emotion, and {sad, angry} were assigned to class 1 as negative emotion. To get the labels from multiple annotators, we sent the raw audio files (in WAV format) to 5 inexperienced listeners and asked them to provide binary labels (0 for positive emotion, 1 for negative emotion) for each instance. The 5 annotators have different academic backgrounds, and most of them are non-native speakers. By using VOICEBOX [24], we extracted 13 static features (12 MFCCs computed from 24 filter banks and log energy), 13 delta coefficients (first derivatives of static features) and 13 delta-delta coefficients (second derivatives of static features) from the speech signal over 25 ms frames with 10 ms overlap. The feature-wise mean is computed over the entire utterance, resulting in a 39-element feature vector for each instance.
In our comparisons, we considered three multiple-annotator methods: (1) Majority Voting that uses the average of annotators' votes as the estimation of the hidden true label; (2) MAP-ML that estimates the hidden true labels and annotators' constant accuracy across all the input data using a data-independent model [11, 16] ; and (3) GMM-MAPML that uses our proposed data-dependent model as described in Section 3. For further comparisons, we also learned two additional logistic regression classifiers: (4) LR Concatenation that concatenates all annotators' labels as a training set, and (5) LR Ground Truth that uses the actual ground truth as a training set. For both LR Concatenation and LR Ground Truth, we randomly divided the whole dataset into five equally sized folds (20% of the dataset each). We repeated five times the logistic regression model training where we used four of the folds (80% of the dataset) for training and one fold for testing.
The ROC comparisons for three multiple-annotator methods and two additional logistic regression classifiers are shown in Fig. 1 . The figure demonstrates the power of our proposed GMM-MAPML approach: GMM-MAPML significantly outperforms baseline methods (Majority Voting and MAP-ML) where information from all annotators is taken into account in a more naïve way. In addition, GMM-MAPML successfully approximates the LR Ground Truth classifier which is trained by the actual true labels.
The Fig. 1 also shows that building a classifier in the traditional single annotator manner (simply concatenates all annotators' labels as LR Concatenation) without regard for the annotator properties may not be effective for the multi-annotator problems.
As an output of our proposed GMM-MAPML method, a two-Gaussian-component model with an unconstrained covariance matrix has been selected for the emotional speech data. For each component, estimated sensitivity and specificity of 5 listeners using GMM-MAPML are shown in Table 1 . The table shows that the 5 listeners have different sensitivity and specificity at the two components. Taking a closer look at the emotional speech data, we found that 75.35% of the utterances produced by the male speaker have the first Gaussian component as their principle component (i.e., the most possible component) and 64.31% of the utterances produced by the female speakers have the second Gaussian component as their principle component. It seems like some listeners (e.g., Listener 2 and Listener 4 in our experiment) are good at labeling one gender's utterance, but not at other gender's. The analysis shows that our proposed GMM-MAPML approach can be used for selecting the best annotators for instances at different components (or in different regions) of the feature space and for the training of annotators by informing them about the set of examples which they labeled unreliably. 
CASP9 2 Protein Disorder Prediction Experiment
Computational characterization of disorder in proteins is appealing due to the difficulties and high cost involved in experimental characterization of disorders. Treating an individual predictor as an annotator, the multiple-annotator methods can be used to build meta-predictors for protein disorder prediction. Recently, a data-independent model based on the idea of the MAP-ML method discussed in section 4.1 is used to integrate the prediction labels from multiple predictors [16] . This is shown to improve accuracy in performed experiments as compared to using individual component predictors. Following the experiments in [16] , to characterize the method proposed in our study we used CASP9 data [25] consisting of 117 protein sequences with 26,083 amino-acid residues. For each residue, the golden ground truth (i.e. the residue is either in ordered state or in disordered state) was obtained by either X-ray or NMR experimental characterization. We have also obtained prediction labels (1 represents a disordered state while 0 represents an ordered state) with disorder probabilities (values in the range of 0-1) of all predictors which participated in CASP9 from the contest's official website [25] . We selected 15 predictors developed by groups at different institutions assuming that their errors are independent. By following the method proposed in [16] , we extracted a 20-dimensional feature vector (19 amino acid composition features and 1 sequence complexity feature) for each residue.
In the experiment, as the input of our GMM-MAPML algorithm we used the 26,083 amino-acid instances and the prediction labels from the 15 individual predictors. After the algorithm had converged, we used the estimation of the hidden true labels i y (given the threshold of 0.5) produced by GMM-MAPML as the binary disorder/order predictions and the probabilistic labels i z from GMM-MAPML outputs as the disorder probability. As alternatives we also used the other two multiple-annotator methods, i.e., MAP-ML and Majority Voting to integrate the individual predictors, so that we can compare those methods with the GMM-MAPML to see which one is more effective. Following the regulation of CASPs, performance of the methods was evaluated by three criteria [26] : (1) the average of sensitivity and specificity (ACC), (2) a weighted score (S w ) that considers the rates of ordered and disordered residues in the data; (3) and the area under the ROC curve (AUC).
Comparisons of 15 individual predictors, the MAP-ML method, the Majority Voting method, and our GMM-MAPML method on CASP9 data is shown in Table 2 . Our proposed GMM-MAPML method significantly outperforms the two baseline methods (Majority Voting and MAP-ML) and each individual predictor in all three criteria.
Using the BIC, our GMM-MAPML method also finds that the fittest GMM for CASP9 data is three Gaussian components with the covariance matrix in the form of For further analysis, the relationship between amino-acid residue positions and the three Gaussian components are shown in Fig. 3 . We found that the principal (most likely) component at the N-terminus (defined here as 20% of residues at the start of a protein sequence) was the first Gaussian component. In particular, about 56% of the amino-acid residues from this region belong to this component. The principal component for the C-terminus consisting of 20% of residues at the end of each protein was the third component (59% of residues from this region belong to this component). The internal 60% of residues were most likely to belong to the second Gaussian component (54% of these residues belong to this component). The results well agree with previous protein disorder work where amino-acid residues at different regions (i.e., Nterminal, C-terminal and internal) have different compositions and different tendencies for disorder [27] .
The experiment on CASP9 data shows that our proposed GMM-MAPML method can potentially be used to improve prediction of protein disorder and to provide helpful suggestion on choosing the suitable disorder predictors for each region of unknown protein sequences. Fig. 2 . Analysis of CASP9 disorder predictors at three principal components of CASP9 data identified by GMM-MAPML. In panels a, b, and c the predictors are sorted in descending order of the average of the estimated sensitivity and specificity on the corresponding component of CASP9 data. Fig. 3 . Distribution of residues at N-terminus, internal-regions and at C-terminus with respect to three principal components identified by GMM-MAPML
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a data-dependent probabilistic model for classification when given labels obtained by multiple noisy annotators but without any gold standard annotation. The proposed GMM-MAPML method uses a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to find the fittest model to approximate the distribution of the instances. Then the maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation of the hidden true labels and the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation of quality of multiple annotators at each Gaussian component are provided alternately. Emotional speech classification and CASP9 protein disorder prediction experiments show a significant performance improvement of the proposed GMM-MAPML method as compared to the majority voting baseline and a previous data-independent method (MAP-ML). Moreover, GMM-MAPML also provides more accurate estimates of individual annotator performance for each Gaussian component, which can be used for active learning, feedback, and annotator selection. The proposed method assumed that the annotators make their errors independently. We emphasize that in practice the independence assumption might not be always true which is the limitation of the proposed algorithm. To relax the independence assumption and to develop a more realistic model for the multiple-annotator problems, our research in progress includes additional parameters such as the degree of correlation among the annotators.
